April 26th, 2005
Questions for Mechanical Committees:
1. Is it the intent of the committee to require Type I hoods and approved fire
extinguishment equipment when a process has been tested to EPA 202 and emissions
from the process are found to be less than those allowed in the method of test?
2. Is it the intent of the committee to require Type II hoods when a process has been
tested to EPA 202 and emissions from the process are found to be less than those
allowed in the method of test?
3. Is it the intent of the committee to require a hood over all commercial food heat
processing equipment without regard for the mechanical systems capacity and without
regard to the characterization of emissions or effluent (sensible heat only; sensible and
latent heat; sensible, latent and condensable (combustible) particulate)?
4. Is it the intent of the of the committee to require approved fire extinguishment
equipment be installed in every Type I hood even though the selection of a Type I hood
listed to UL710 may be a best design practice; one where it is only used to vent sensible
heat from processes that do not produce smoke and grease vapor?

The intent of my request for answers is to better enable AHJ’s to determine when a
hood is required and what type of system may be needed.
There are four distinct frames of risk:
1. Effluent emissions from a process are discharged into the space and lead to
combustible depositions on environmental contact surfaces presenting a fire
hazard; eg Type I systems AND UL 300 fire suppression
2. Effluent emissions from a TESTED process are discharged into a separate
system for grease destruction or interception system including on-board fire
protection, which in turn discharges TESTED effluent emissions into the space in
compliance with EPA 202.
3. Effluent emissions from a TESTED process are discharged into the space are less
than or equal to the TLV contained in EPA 202
4. Waste heat from a thermal process with known ratio’s of sensible, latent and
total heat.
Latent heat is the problem, not sensible. Only excess latent heat leads to degradation
of framing materials and environments conducive to mold growth. The cost of
conditioning replacement air is always equal to or greater than the cost of air
conditioning the sensible heat emissions from a process in an air conditioned space.
Enormous waste of energy is occurring as good intentioned AHJ’s demand Type II
systems (which require MUA) over thermal processes that could easily be managed with
standard HVAC systems.
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The risk associated with item 3 above is actually less than that of item 2. The reason is
grease is never present to the extent that a source of fuel is available waiting for heat
and air. Validation comes in the form of testing to a recognized test standard by a
recognized third party test laboratory. One example is testing a food warmer
processing ready to eat foods finding that the total emissions from the process are well
below EPA 202’s 5mg/m3 . Another is testing to the UL KNLZ at Food Service
Technology Center at PG&E.
Statement of need and reasonableness (SONAR)

NFPA 96 makes reference to standardized test methods that present a threshold limit
value (TLV) for smoke and grease vapor in Chapter 13 for recirculating hood systems.
EPA test method 202 is referenced in 96, as are other UL listings. UL has some
information on this at: (http://www.ul.com/regulators/CommercialCooking.pdf page 18)
Neither NFPA nor the other mechanical codes present a definition for “cooking”. The
only definitions for “cooking” are found in the FDA Food Code. Since none of the
mechanical codes including NFPA 96 defines “cooking” nor provide any quantifiable
criteria for establishing when a Type I hood system is required as a minimum safety
precaution, arbitrary criteria are being used by authorities having jurisdiction that err by
being overly restrictive. An example of an overly restrictive ruling making no
contribution to public health and safety is attached. There are hundreds of these types
of situations every day in the industry due to the poor guidance provided in existing
model mechanical rules.
Your comments or concerns on these issues are important to the formation of an
industry imitative to change model rules to be more science based and quantifiable.
Please post them here as you see fit.
Sincerely,

Thomas Johnson, President
Johnson Diversified Products, Inc.
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